





















Supergravity reconciles dark matter with lepton number violating neutrino masses
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We attempt a reconciliation of Majorana masses for neutrinos (i.e., ∆L = 2 effects) with a
supersymmetric dark matter (i.e. no ∆L = 1 effect) in a supergravity-based scenario. A gauge
singlet hidden sector chiral superfield X, supplementing the right-handed neutrino superfields, and
itself carrying lepton number, is found to accomplish the task. The forms of the superpotential
and the Kahler potential consistent with such requirement are identified. It is shown that one has
not only supersymmetry breaking parameters in the phenomenologically correct range, but also a
µ-parameter naturally in the TeV scale.
PACS numbers:
One of the positive features of supersymmetry (SUSY)
[1] is that in its minimal form it provides a candidate for
cold dark matter in our universe. In most models, the
lightest neutralino is the lightest SUSY particle (LSP),
being stable, neutral and weakly interacting only, and
also fits in well in the mass range of the electroweak scale
[2]. However, for stability of the LSP, the SUSY theory
must conserve R-parity, defined as R = (−1)L+3B+2s,
where L, B and s stand for the lepton number, baryon
number and spin of a particle. Arguing in this line, lepton
number is expected to be conserved in order to ensure the
candidature of the LSP for cold dark matter.
To be very precise, however, the conservation of R-
parity requires L not to be violated by an odd number
of units. Thus one may conserve R-parity and retain
stability of the LSP even if L is violated by even units,
which makes it possible to have ∆L = 2 neutrino masses
of the form ν¯cν. Such mass terms form the seed for, say,
the seesawmechanism [3] which is a beautiful explanation
of the smallness of neutrino masses vis-a-vis the masses of
the charged leptons. The question that one may ask now
is: if ∆L = 2 is allowed, is there any fundamental reason
to believe that ∆L = 1 impossible? In other words, can a
cold dark matter candidate be reconciled with Majorana
masses for neutrinos with the help of some fundamental
principle?
The superpotential of a lepton number conserving the-
ory, including right-handed Majorana neutrino super-
fields Ni (required for the seesaw mechanism), is















jH2 − µH1H2, (1)
where the flavour indices, i, j run from 1 to 3 and
SU(2) gauge indices have been suppressed. The Y ’s
stand for the various Yukawa couplings. µ is the Hig-
gsino mass parameter. H1, H2 are the two SU(2) dou-




1 ) and H2 =
(H+2 , H
0
2 ). Q,L are SU(2) doublet quarks and leptons,
while U c, Dc, Ec are right-handed singlet up-quark,down-
quark and charged lepton superfields respectively.













where λ, λ′ are some constants and ǫ,M are mass pa-
rameters. Here the first three terms violate L by one
unit, and need to be forbidden for stability of the LSP.
The last term, violating L by two units, gives Majorana
masses for neutrinos. The aim, therefore, is to forbid the
first set but allow the last one.
There have been some explanations of the above claim
in, say, supersymmetric Grand Unified Theories (GUT).
For example, in an SO(10) GUT model, or an SU(5) ×
SU(5) scenario, the quantum number assignment of vari-
ous particles completely forbids the ∆L = 1 terms in the
superpotential, while the one with ∆L = 2 is unrestricted
[5].
Here we take an alternative approach and seek an
explanation of such a phenomenon in a supergravity
(SUGRA) framework which is by far the most popu-
lar paradigm of SUSY breaking [6]. In this framework,
the soft SUSY breaking terms have their origin in non-
renormalizable interactions of the observable fields with
a hidden sector which is sterile under all known inter-
actions excepting gravity. This mechanism allows one
to construct a reasonably consistent SUSY spectrum.
Also, non-renormalizable interactions with the hidden
sector have often been invoked to explain certain terms in
WMSSM , including a µ-parameter within the TeV scale,
and to provide explanation of neutrino masses [7, 8, 9].
Our purpose is to apply this framework to explain terms
with ∆L = 2 but forbid ones that cause the LSP to
decay. We consider this ‘alternative explanation’ rather
promising, since SUGRA can be connected with some
fundamental theory such as superstrings, and thus it is
instructive to see if the origin of selective lepton num-
ber violation (i.e. by even but not odd units) lies in
something that can be ultimately traced to some such
scenario. The two central features used by us are (a)
the possibility of some hidden sector field carrying lep-
2ton number, and (b) the fact that the theory may have a
non-minimal Kahler potential, thus accommodating cer-
tain desirable values of parameters in the observable sec-
tor.
In the proposed scenario, we make use of two hidden
sector chiral superfields S(L = 0) and X(L = 1). While
it may be unusual to attribute lepton number to a hidden
sector field, such suggestions have been considered earlier
in the context of leptogenesis [10]. It should also be re-
membered that a right-handed neutrino superfield itself
is a gauge singlet carrying lepton number, and can pass
off as a hidden sector field but for the Yukawa couplings.
As we shall see below, the lepton number assignment
as proposed here prevents X from entering into Yukawa
couplings.
In the scenario proposed by us, lepton number is con-
served at Planck scale (so as not to have baryogenesis in
too early an epoch), and is broken only through the vac-
uum expectation value (vev) of the field X. Apart from
the gauge kinetic terms (for which a canonical form is





Wd2θ + h.c.), (3)
where W and K are the superpotential and the Kahler
potential, respectively.
It is well known that in the low energy limit of a spon-
taneously broken supergravity model, the cancellation of
large contributions to the cosmological constant requires
the presence of at least one scalar field (usually a sin-
glet under the observable sector gauge group) with vev
of the order of Planck scale [1, 11, 12]. If the superpo-
tentials for this (hidden sector) field and the observable
sector fields are additive, then the cosmological constant
is determined by the vevs of the hidden sector field(s)
[12]. Given such vevs, and with appropriate choice of
parameters in the hidden sector superpotential in such a
scenario, supersymmetry can be broken at an intermedi-
ate scale with gravitino mass as low as ∼ TeV. This in
turn results in the generation of soft breaking terms of
the order of the gravitino mass in the observable sector
[13]. In our case, the field S plays this role in the hid-
den sector. As we shall see, the other hidden sector field,
namely, X , on the other hand, has its vev at an interme-
diate scale, and being a carrier of lepton number, has an
altogether different role to play in the observable sector
phenomenology. Since X (like Ni) carries lepton number
and has a vev much smaller than the Planck scale, we
propose the form of the superpotential which contains
interaction terms of X with observable fields. Obviously,
the absence of interaction terms for the field S with any
observable sector field in the superpotential protects the
Higgsino mass parameter µ which could arise from a term
SH1H2 in the superpotential, and be unacceptably large
due to a large vev of S. Thus our superpotential is,



















where MP is the Planck scale, Λ ∼ 10
10−11 GeV is
an intermediate scale and aij are O(1) constants, with
aij = aji. The last term introduced by us is especially
noteworthy; such a non-renormalizable term can obvi-
ously lead to ∆L = 2 neutrino masses once the scalar
component of X acquires a vacuum expectation value.
Next, we suggest a specific form of the Kahler poten-
tial. In general, the Kahler manifold is a real function of
the fields Y and Y †, where Y = S, X in our case. Here
we propose a Kahler potential where X enters only in
the form X†X , without being coupled to the observable
sector, whereas the Kahler potential for the field S is as-
sumed to have interaction terms both with X as well as
with observable sector fields Φi.
Therefore, we may write




















i , H1, H2. K0, K1 and
KΦi are some functions of hidden sector fields, the last
two of which attribute a non-minimal character to the
Kahler potential [14]. The reason for resorting to such
non-minimality is not only to suppress the cosmological
constant, but also to generate a TeV scale µ-parameter
via 1MP (S+S
†) in K1, with the auxiliary component of S
having a vev in an intermediate scale. Note also that the
assumption of a (near-)minimal structure in X enables











LH2 which, via a vev for X , violate lepton number
by one unit, and can cause the LSP to decay.
So far, everything included in W as well K conserves
lepton number. Now, the very form of W tells us that
〈FS〉 =
∂W
∂S is on the order of Λ
2, while 〈FX〉 =
∂W
∂S = 0 if
the right sneutrino N˜i has no vacuum expectation value,
something that we need to eliminate the possibility of
∆L = 1. On the other hand, the last term inW generates
Majorana masses for Ni. We require 〈X〉 to lie around
Λ and to yield light neutrino masses O(10−1eV ) via the
seesaw mechanism, with Dirac masses that are not ultra-
tuned (O(MeV )).
Two things are obvious even before we substantiate our
demands for 〈S〉 and 〈X〉 to lie in the required ranges.
First, a non-zero 〈X〉 immediately provides ∆L = 2 neu-
trino mass terms. At the same time, the fact that X car-
ries lepton number and enters the Kahler potential only
in the form X†X ensures that there is no ∆L = 1 term
in the theory. Secondly, once the vevs of both scalar and
3auxiliary components of S and X are fixed, all the rele-
vant parameters of the low-energy (softly broken) SUSY
theory are determined. Thus one can easily verify that
the scalar and gaugino masses, the Higgsino mass param-
eter µ, and also the soft breaking parameters A and Bµ
all appear within the TeV scale, making our postulates
phenomenologically viable. In table 1 we present a list
of the sources of each such parameter in the SUSY La-
grangian, completely determined by the superpotential
and scalar potential, and a clear demonstration of how
they are governed by the vevs of the hidden sector fields.
Let us now consider the scalar potential of this theory
and place our claims about the vevs of S and X on firmer
ground. The contribution to the scalar potential from the
superpotential and the Kahler potential is given by [1]
V =M4P e
G[M2PGMK

















, φ being a chiral superfield.






One can minimize the potential and obtain the vev
of various fields as well as those of K and W and their
derivatives. SUSY breaking requires that, expressed in










should be non-zero for some hidden sector field(s) φ [15].





〈∂K∂S 〉 and thus
〈S〉 at the Planck scale, together with Λ at an intermedi-
ate scale, ensures 〈FS〉 of an order which is required by
a phenomenologically consistent SUSY spectrum. Also,

















can be of order TeV provided that 〈S〉 ∼MP .
Substituting the forms of K and W in equation (6),
one obtains the full form of the scalar potential [16] as



































































Φi +BN (S, S




















































































































where VD contains all D-term contributions to the po-
tential from the standard model gauge group. W0 is
defined in equation (1). In deriving V1, we have used
〈H01,2〉 ≪ 〈X〉 ≪ MP , and terms suppressed by higher
powers of MP have been neglected. To leading order, we
have taken KΦi = 1 for all i and K1(S, S




being a O(1) constant. The vev of V gets the dominant
contribution from V0, which varies as Λ
4. One can cancel
this contribution through cancellation between the first
and third terms as well as between the second and fourth
terms in V0. This is possible, with the appropriate choice
of free parameters in K0, if 〈S〉 ∼ MP and 〈X〉 ∼ Λ,
since 〈∂SK0〉 ∼ 〈S〉 and 〈∂XK0〉 ∼ 〈X〉. Thus the sce-
nario proposed by us is consistent with the conditions for
suppression of the cosmological constant.
While the absence of ∆L = 1 terms is explicit in both
the superpotential and the scalar potential, one still has
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from gauge kinetic terms TeV
TABLE I: The different parameters of low energy SUSY and
their sources.
to ensure that neither the left- nor the right-chiral sneu-
trinos develop any vev. To ensure this, one has to fulfil
the minimization conditions [17] for the scalar potential
(i.e. vanishing of the first derivatives, positivity of the
eigenvalues of the second derivatives, etc.) for 〈ν˜i〉 and
〈N˜i〉 simultanoeusly. We have checked that such solu-
tions can be guaranteed for appropriate values of the pa-
rameters in A1(2) and BN , Bµ, aij as well as the vev of
X . Ensuring this is relatively easy, since the right-chiral
sneutrinos do not occur in quartic terms (except those
suppressed by M4P ), and can develop vev only through
terms linear in the vevs of the left-chiral sneutrinos. Thus
it is enough to make the latter zero through an appropri-
ate choice of parameters.
In principle, the vev for X can trigger ∆L = 1 interac-
tions involvingX and two right-chiral (s)neutrinos. How-
ever, these intereractions do not give rise to any decay
of the LSP (assuming here to be the lightest neutralino)
to particles with R = 1. Thus the stability of the LSP is
not affected by such interaction terms.
To conclude, we have suggested a SUGRA-based sce-
nario where a hidden sector field carrying lepton number
can generate ∆L = 2 neutrino mass terms but at the
same time ensures the absence of any ∆L = 1 effect which
can make the LSP unstable. This can be possible with a
phenomenologically consistent SUSY spectrum, and a su-
perpotential and a Kahler potential that are compatible
with the general requirements of a SUGRA-based model.
Thus the potential of supergravity theories in reconciling
seesaw masses for neutrinos with the candidature of the
LSP for cold dark matter of the universe is demonstrated.
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